Software Development Engineering Intern – Luxembourg (Job ID: 945925)
Please apply via: www.amazon.jobs/en
At Amazon, we are working to be the most customer-centric company on earth. To get there, we need exceptionally talented,
bright, and driven people. Amazon is continually evolving and is a place where motivated employees thrive and also where
employee ownership and accountability lead to meaningful results.
Amazon is a place where builders can build. Our internships offer exceptional opportunities for you to grow your technical and
non-technical skills. From day one, you will be working with experienced engineers and designers who love what they do.
We are looking for outstanding candidates to join our team for 3-6 month Software Development Engineering internships.
Internships are flexible in length to fit in with your university’s placement scheme.
Our interns join one of our small agile teams at our development center, launching and growing new initiatives for Amazon's global
business. Your team will be involved in every aspect of the process - from idea generation, business analysis and technical design
through to development and deployment across a variety of technologies - giving you a real sense of ownership. Together we
build systems that meet high standards of performance and reliability and operate at massive scale.
Job Responsibilities include:
As an intern you will go through induction training before joining your team. You will drive your own learning and development
with guidance and coaching from your manager, buddy and colleagues around you.
You will be part of a team of Amazon software engineers and you will help them create complex tools in several different
programming languages that will help improve the quality of Amazon's catalog. You'll create professional quality software by
applying software engineering best practices, while being exposed to cutting edge technologies.

Basic Qualifications:



Currently on a Bachelors/ Masters degree relevant to Computer Engineering/ Computer Science/ Software Engineering
etc.
Knowledge of Computer Science fundamentals such as object-oriented design, algorithm design, data structures,
problem solving, and complexity analysis

Preferred Qualifications:





Development Experience in Java, C, C++, Perl, Linux
Knowledge of software engineering practices & best practices for the full software development life cycle, including
coding standards, code reviews, source control management, build processes, testing, and operations
Basic familiarity with web technologies (HTML, CSS, JavaScript, React)
Understanding of, and practical experience with, machine learning/statistics/data science

Amazon is an equal opportunity employer. We believe passionately that employing a diverse workforce is central to our success.
We make recruiting decisions based on your experience and skills. We value your passion to discover, invent, simplify and build.

